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whoami

● Cybersecurity Masters student at National College of Ireland.

● 2+ years experience as a Security Researcher into hacking electric vehicles & 

cellular modems.

● Security Enthusiast with focus on cellular network security mainly GSM, LTE 

and 5G security.

● Likes to tinker around Embedded & IoT devices especially reverse engineering 

hardware and firmware of the same.

● Also a student of Jyotish(Vedic Astrology).



What is this talk about?

● An overview of 4G LTE network for understanding cellular networks.

● What role does a cellular modem play in various devices.

● Security features in cellular modems.

● A Case Study of various vulnerabilities discovered in the modem.

● Mitigation techniques.



LTE Network Architecture



Where do cellular modems fit in?

3GPP Technical        

Specs Layer 1,2,3.

Baseband firmware in cellular 

modem contains 3GPP specs 

implementation in the form of 

an RTOS.

These chips are present 

in your smart devices.



Security features offered by target device’s  
modem…

● Jamming Detection (link)

● Pseudo Base Station Attack Protection (link)

● Private APN Attack Protection (link)

● AT command Vulnerability Attack Protection (link)

https://www.quectel.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Quectel_GSM_Jamming_Detection_Application_Note_3.1.pdf
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/files.seeedstudio.com/products/113990855/res/Quectel_LTE_Standard_Security_Protection_Design_V1.0.pdf
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/files.seeedstudio.com/products/113990855/res/Quectel_LTE_Standard_Security_Protection_Design_V1.0.pdf
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/files.seeedstudio.com/products/113990855/res/Quectel_LTE_Standard_Security_Protection_Design_V1.0.pdf


Lets try to analyse and break these defence mechanisms…
(These attacks have been conducted in an isolated environment.)

● We will be using a SDR mainly Universal Software Radio Peripheral(USRP) 

B200 for LTE network deployment which will act as a Pseudo Base Station.

● HackRF a Software Defined Radio for conducting Jamming attacks.

● GPS spoofing setup with HackRF to spoof the co-ordinates of near by devices.

● USB to TTL converter which will help us talk to the modem over serial 

interface mainly UART.



Bypass Jamming Detection
● Using GNURadio one can generate white noise with a saw tooth waveform.

● Find the EARFCN(E-UTRA Absolute Radio Frequency ChannelNumber)(link) 

and locate the exact frequency need to be jammed.

● Observe how the device behaves over the serial port(if you have access) or over 

the device app or the web console.

● Tested this over a smartphone and it worked perfectly the smartphone lost 

connection to the legitimate cellular network.

● Finally tested on the target device which was a telematics unit and it was 

completely disconnected from the legitimate cellular network.

https://www.sqimway.com/lte_band.php


EARFCN Calculator: sqimway

https://www.sqimway.com/lte_band.php




Pseudo Base Station Attack

● Sniff nearby ARFCN’s(uplink-downlink frequencies) using HackRF or USRP and pipe the traffic over 

Wireshark.

● Over Wireshark analyse fields like MCC(Mobile Country Code), MNC(Mobile Network Code), 

IMSI(International Mobile Subscriber Identity), TMSI(Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity) etc.

● Deploy a pseudo(fake) cellular network using open source deployments like srsLTE(4G) and 

OpenBTS(GSM) by using the above configuration.

● In case of 4G networks we need private key(Kc) for mutual authentication which cannot be easily 

recovered from commercial SIM cards.

● In such situations we downgrade the target device to Pseudo GSM network or using programmable 

SIM cards.

● Finally use the jamming attack and force the target device to switch to your pseudo network.



Testbed for research



Vulnerabilities over the air interface (Um).
Sniffing in progress..



Vulnerabilities over the air interface (Um).

● Downgrade attacks can be performed as the nearby frequency bands and the 
smartphone(UE) capabilities i.e. the frequency bands it supports, VoLTE 
support etc is shared over the air in clear text. 

● Using the list of nearby EARFCN(Evolved Absolute Radio Frequency Channel 
Number)/ARFCN (Absolute Radio Frequency Channel Number) was able to 
perform a redirection attack and force a 4G network camped smartphone(UE) 
to connect to fake GSM network.

● Once the target device(UE) got connected to the pseudo network was able to 
obtain all the IP packets over the EDGE connectivity and even manipulate 
the same.

● On target device GPS spoofing. SMS spoofing and manipulating AT commands
over the air (Um interface) was possible.  



Vulnerabilities over the air interface (Um).
IP Packets sniffed over GPRS/EDGE



Private APN Attack

● srsLTE comes with a custom APN setting in its configuration if the APN 

setting in the device can be changed one can easily sniff IP packets from the 

device.

● Or spoof the APN configuration present in the device to the srsLTE 

deployment.

● Once the above settings are configured you are ready to sniff all the IP traffic 

from the target device.



We scan for the pseudo LTE network “90155” in this case, once we are subscribed to this network then 

create a new APN with recommended settings which will route all the IP traffic through the pseudo network.

Image Source: cyberloginit

https://cyberloginit.com/2018/05/03/build-a-lte-network-with-srslte-and-program-your-own-usim-card.html


AT command Vulnerability Attack 

● Cellular communication relies heavily on the “baseband modem” or the so 
called “baseband processor” in the smartphones as they are solely 
responsible for all the cellular communication.

● Baseband modem uses the AT commands as an interface for communication with 
the nearby base station i.e. cellular tower.

● Was successful into sniffing the baseband communication from the target 
device and analyzed the live communication between the device and the 
basestation it is camped onto.

● Through this I was able to acquired SMS and call information the cellular 
modem was processing.



AT command Vulnerability Attack 

● USB TTL converter is connected to USB port of laptop on one end and UART 

pinouts of the target device on other end.(refer device’s datasheet)

Image Source: Osmocom

https://osmocom.org/projects/quectel-modems/wiki/EC20


AT command Vulnerability Attack 
Raw baseband messages displayed over the shell terminal.

Tool used: QCSuper

https://github.com/P1sec/QCSuper


AT command Vulnerability Attack 
Decoded baseband messages…



AT command Vulnerability Attack 
SMS sniffing...

(Remember we are sniffing directly form the baseband so no encryption here...) 



Mitigations...
● Along with Jamming detection vendors should also provide Jamming 

prevention mechanisms and detach the device from further cellular 
connectivity.

● In Pseudo Base Station Attacks its advised to use 2FA(Two Factor 
Authentication) as this will prevent the device from camping onto a pseudo 
network.

● For Private APN Attack its better to whitelist necessary IP’s and rejected 
requests made to any other IP addresses.

● Also, one can ask the telecom operator to provide username and password 
mechanism for APN configuration.

● In case of AT command Vulnerability its better to disable serial 
communication pinouts and execution of system level commands over serial 
ports.



Questions?




